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Abstract— This paper describes a high-speed USB2.0 AddressEvent Representation (AER) interface that allows simultaneous
monitoring and sequencing of precisely timed AER data. This
low-cost (<$100), two chip, bus powered interface can achieve
sustained AER event rates of 5 megaevents per second (Meps).
Several boards can be electrically synchronized, allowing simultaneous synchronized capture from multiple devices. It has three
AER ports, one for sequencing, one for monitoring and one for
passing through the monitored events. This paper also describes
the host software infrastructure that makes the board usable for a
heterogeneous mixture of AER devices and that allows recording
and playback of recorded data.
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(a) Basic operation example: the USBAERmini2 is used to stimulate an AER chip and
to monitor its response.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Host PC

The Address-Event-Representation (AER) is an asynchronous protocol for transmitting spike-based information
between chips. AER encodes spike-based data as digital addresses, either of sending or receiving units. There is a growing
community of AER protocol users for neuromorphic applications in visual, auditory, and multineuron learning systems.
The goal of this community is to build multi-chip and multilayer hierarchically structured systems capable of performing
spike-based parallel processing in real time.
A number of previous generations of AER-computer interfaces have been built and are in present use [2], [3], [4],
[5], but none of them had the convenience of high-speed buspowered USB combined with the synchronous monitoring of
AER traffic. For our CAVIAR project [6], [7] we assembled
a heterogeneous mixture of AER chips into a visual system,
and we needed a device that could record from all parts of
the system simultaneously, was simple to operate and use, was
easy and cheap to build, and could be reused in other contexts.
We also wanted a convenient device that could sequence
recorded or synthesized events into AER chips to allow their
characterization.
The functionality of the USBAERmini2 board was evolved
from the monitoring capability in [8] to include sequencing.
The number of jumpers is minimized by autodetection of
connected devices. Its use is very simple. For example, a user
connects a sending AER device to the monitor port and plugs
the board into a USB port on a computer. Then they are ready
to capture and time-stamp AER traffic from the AER device.
Fig. 1 shows two example setups.
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(b) Operation example: Several USBAERmini2s are used to synchronously monitor a system [6], [7].
Fig. 1. Shows the functionality of the USBAERmini2 by two example setups.

II. T HE H ARDWARE
The board consists of two main components, the Cypress
FX2LP USB2.0 transceiver and a Xilinx Coolrunner 2 CPLD
with 256 macroblocks (XC2C256) (see Fig. 2). The board was
designed to be simple and cheap to manufacture. We recently
hand-assembled ten boards with two people in three days. The
components cost less than $100 per board, including the 2layer PCB.
The Cypress FX2LP is an USB2.0 transceiver with an
enhanced 8051 microcontroller and a flexible interface to its
4 kB of first-in first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are committed
automatically from or to the USB by the Cypress serial
interface engine (SIE). As in [5], we used the FX2LP in
its slave FIFO mode, which means that the device handles
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Fig. 2. This figure shows an overview of the device. The CPLD implements four FSMs (bold boxes) to achieve to desired functionality. The AER bus consists
of 16 address lines, a request and an acknowledge line. Bold arrows stand either for address or timestamp buses. The CPLD and the FX2LP are connected
through several control lines and a 16 bit wide data bus (bold dashed) which is connected to the FX2LP FIFOs through a multiplexer. This multiplexer is
controlled by the FIFO control state machine. The sequencer inter-spike intervals that are read from the FIFO are added to the timestamp of the last event,
to get an absolute timestamp which can be compared to the timestamp counter.

all low level USB protocol in hardware. We used USB bulk
transfers. We used two FIFOs (one in each direction), which
are configured to be quad buffered and hold 128 events each.
To the CPLD the FX2LP appeared as a FIFO source or sink
of AER data.
The microcontroller controls the communication with the
host computer. This involves the setup of the USB communication and the interpretation of commands that are received
from the host to the control endpoint (like start capturing, stop
capturing, or zero timestamps).
The CPLD handshakes with AER sender and receiver and
records a 16-bit timestamp whenever an event is received.
Addresses and timestamps are written to or read from the
FIFOs in the FX2LP. This is done with four finite state
machines (FSM). There is an FSM responsible for monitoring,
one for sequencing, one for accessing the FX2LP FIFOs
and one for synchronizing to a timing master board. The
FSMs responsible for handshaking with the sender/receiver
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 92% of the CPLD macroblocks
are used.
The CPLD uses a 16 bit counter for the generation of
timestamps. These timestamps are unwrapped to 32 bits on the
host computer. The timestamp tick period can be controlled
from the host computer. Two timestamp modes can be used,
either a tick of one microsecond or a tick of one clock cycle,
which is 33 31 ns. When the timestamp counter overflows, a
special “timestamp-wrapped” event is sent to the host to tell
it that the timestamp wrap counter has to be incremented.

We chose to send explicit timestamps for each event because
we were interested in precise event timing. [5] did not send
timestamps but instead used a special “heartbeat” address sent
as regular intervals. Their scheme uses less USB bandwidth
but requires interpolation to reconstruct timestamps.
Fig. 5 shows a photo of the USBAERmini2.
Special Features
An “early packet” circuit ensures a maximum inter-packet
interval of 10 ms. This feature is necessary for real time
visualization of applications with a low event rate and for
real-time control based on AER data. This circuit commands
the FX2LP to commit a FIFO buffer to the SIE when the early
packet timer expires, even if it is not full. The timer is reset
every time a packet is sent.
Electrical synchronization enables timestamp-synchronized
capture from multiple AER devices. A USBAERmini2 in
“slave” mode can be synchronized to a timing “master”, which
generally is another USBAERmini2. This synchronization is
implemented by a dedicated FSM and an input and output pin.
The slave devices timestamp counter can then be clocked by
the master.
As soon as the synchronization state machine detects a
timestamp master at the synchronization input (i.e. the sync
input goes high), it resets the timestamp, signals to the host by
sending a USB control transfer message, and changes to slave
mode. The host resets its timestamp wrap counter so that all
slaves have the same absolute timestamp as the master.

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Simplified monitor state machine, showing only the part which is used
in pass-through mode, i.e. when the monitored events are passed to another
AER device. There are additional states for the device acting in terminal mode
(i.e. as in Fig. 1(a)). A pull-down resistor on the acknowledge line of the passthrough port enables the detection of a receiving device. The state machine
is activated by an input to the CPLD and then waits for the request line to
be active.

Fig. 4. Sequencer state machine. When this state machine goes active, it
signals the FIFO state machine a request for an event. The FIFO control
state machine will then read an event from the FX2LP FIFO. As soon as
this event is stored in the registers, its timestamp is compared to the counter,
to determine when to activate the request line. Interspike intervals of up to
216 − 1 timestamp ticks are possible.

III. S OFTWARE

of the Thesycon USB driver kit. The reader and writer threads
run asychronously from other threads, e.g the rendering thread.
Monitoring events means that a set of asynchronous reads
are launched using a pool of memory buffers. When these
reads complete because data is received from the device, a
handler is called and the events can immediately be processed
or written to another ”user” buffer that the rendering thread
can later access. After each buffer is processed, a new read is
launched on that buffer. This standard approach for decoupling
between device data and data processing was not previously
used in AER interfaces and it makes software development
much easier.
Each AER device (e.g. retina, cochlea, multineuron chip)
is specified as a subclass of a general AEChip class. This
subclass includes a method that maps raw AER addresses
to meaningful x,y,type information. Each device can have its
own set of rendering and event-processing methods. Multiple
devices can be viewed simultaneously and their data recorded

The host-side software was designed for usability and flexibility in interfacing to a variety of AER chips over a variety
of hardware interfaces. This host side of the interface has been
implemented entirely in Java (1.5 JVM). An object-oriented
software architecture consisting of about 200 classes allows for
capturing events from multiple hardware sources, rendering
events to the screen (as viewable frames or other representation, e.g. space-time) and recording and playing back AER
activity (Fig. 6). Using the Java Bindings for OpenGL (JOGL)
greatly increased graphics rendering performance. These Java
classes can be used directly from Matlab.
We used the Thesycon (www.thesycon.de) USB device
driver for Windows. It is reliable and has a convenient
Java interface. The USB host-side interface uses a highperformance multi-threaded buffer-pool for both reading and
writing event packets. This infrastructure is provided as part

TABLE I
D EVICE S PECIFICATIONS
Interface

Fig. 6.
Screen shot of host application playing synchronized recording
from 3 different AER chips [6], connected in series with the USBAERmini2
monitoring each chip’s output (Fig. 1(b)). Each chip uses a different rendering
method.
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Fig. 7. Measured monitoring performance versus number and size of host
memory buffers.

and played back in synchrony (Fig. 6).
IV. P ERFORMANCE
The peak limit on monitoring and sequencing performance
is set by the number of clock cycles used by the state machines
for a handshake cycle. The monitor state machine requires 5
clock cycles and the sequencer requires 8 clock cycles. The
CPLD clock frequency is 30 MHz, so the peak event rate
for monitoring is 6 million events per second (Meps) and for
sequencing is 3.75 Meps.
The measured performance depends on the number and size
of host memory buffers. For high frame-rate visualization at
low event rate the host buffer size can be set to the USB
transaction size of 512 bytes; for highest performance, the
buffers need to be at least 4 kB. Figure 7 shows the measured
event rate versus buffer size and number running on a 3 GHz
desktop PC for a single board. With a buffer size of 8 kB
and 4 buffers, an event rate of 5 Meps is achieved when
capturing events from one board, which is 83% of the limit
defined by handshake timing. USB2.0 high speed mode has
a data rate of 480 megabits per second (Mbps). Because
each event consists of four bytes, 5 Meps is equivalent to
160 Mbps. Monitoring with 2 or 3 interfaces simultaneously
on one computer using the same USB host controller achieves
a total rate of 6 Meps=192 Mbps, about half the basic data
bandwidth of USB2.0.

peak: 6 Meps monitor
3.75 Meps sequencer
sustained: 5 Meps monitor

V. C ONCLUSION
The main achievement of this work is the development of
a simple, cheap, user-friendly USB-AER interface device for
monitoring and sequencing. The board was successfully used
to monitor and log 40000 neurons spread over four different
AER chips[7] and is presently in regular use in three different
labs. The complete design of this board along with software
(excluding device driver) will be open-sourced [9].
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